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    Product InformatIon

Night Vision Device in Pocket Format
MINOX NVD mini featuring innovative digital technology

MINOX has long made a name for itself as a manufacturer 
of multifunctional measuring equipment and binoculars. 

The optics specialists from Wetzlar are now presenting another 
reliable and extremely compact companion for all water sports 
activities – the MINOX NVD mini – one of the smallest night 
vision devices in the world. For orientation purposes on high 
seas or also in calm waters this very compact night vision 
device is a must for your safety!

Durable and safe in the night 

Night vision devices are always needed when even the most 
powerful binoculars with a high twilight factor reach their 
optical limits. They amplify the available residual light, such 
as light frequencies from the brightness of stars or horizon 
radiation, not perceived by the human eye. The new MINOX 
NVD is shock and impact resistant and can also be used in 
daylight.

With its compact dimensions of just 14.2 x 4.9 cm the MINOX 
NVD mini can be used anywhere. The ergonomic design ena-
bles a simple and easy operation and makes this night-vision 
device the perfect companion for all water sports activities.

The scope of delivery includes a case and a charging cable. 

NVD mini – turns the night into day
- Distance up to 60 meters
- Innovative infrar-red digital technology
- 2x magnification
- Extremely compact and light
- Easy to use
- Durable and weather-resistant

Technical Data NVD mini 

Magnification 2x

Sensor CMOS Sensor

Infrarred illuminator 16 LED-IR

Distance approx. 60 m

Resolution 480 x 240 dpi

Field of view 18,5°

Power supply
Lithium-Ion battery,
chargeable per USB-Kabel

Max. operating time 3 hours

Dimensions 14,2 x 4,9 (diameter)

Weight approx. 221 g

Order number 62417

Order number 62413 (Airline Version)
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